The list of Fall 2016-Spring 2017 Chemistry Scholarship Awards

Presented at Honors Day, April 8, 2017

(names below are given in the order of Last, First, Middle)

2016 Carl A. & Janet S. Jennings Scholarship recipients:

Waltner, Amanda G
Szubryt, Arianna N
Phillips, Ashley N
Patterson, Katie E
Martinez, Hillary M

2016 Dr. Fred W. & Mrs. Eunice W. Banes Scholarship recipients:

Blocker, Amanda M
Bolerjack, Rachel M
Czerniejewski, Logan A

2016 Jane T. Minckler Memorial Scholarship recipients:

Hutson, Kaitlyn A
Katzman, Carolyn D
Massey, Meegan M

2016 Hal Stone Memorial Scholarship recipients:

Henke, Anthony J

2016 J. Kenneth & Clara D. Craver Scholarship recipients:

Potter, Taylor L

2016 Elbert H. Hadley Undergraduate Scholarship recipients:

Smith Allyson R
McMinn Madison H

2016 Richard T. & Doris M. Arnold Scholarship recipients:

McDermott Evan A
Lepird Hannah H
Murphy Megan N
Gesiorski Jonathan L
2016 Jim W. & Jean Neckers Chemistry Scholarship recipients:

Kirkwood  Kiah S
Harrell  Breanne L
Tao  Runming
Fiske  Jared B

2016 James Wettaw Scholarship recipients:

Marler  Jacob A

Graduate student awards

2016 Gower Summer Research Fellowship recipients:

Bheemireddy  Sambasiva
Wu  Yuhong
Flynn  Katherine

2016 Robert E. Van Atta Travel Award recipients:

Elliott  Lee

2016 C. David Schmulbach Graduate Teaching Award recipients:

Wu  Yuhong
Elliott  Lee
Jiang  Shengdong